Five Star Alliance

Destination Spotlight: Santorini

From blue-domed churches and white houses clinging to the cliffs, Santorini how can one resist it?
Providing idyllic Hollywood backdrops, this Greek island is known for picture-perfect sunsets
(Canaves Oia shown above), donkey rides, and a dramatic coastline.
Visit the Destination Spotlight: Santorini Blog

5 TOP SANTORINI LUXURY HOTELS

#5 GRACE SANTORINI

#4 CANAVES OIA EPITOME

Featuring a new Champagne Lounge with

Within walking distance to the beach, this

Santorini sunset views, yoga & Pilates

hotel opened in May 2018, offering all-villa

sessions, the contemporary retreat is

accommodations with private pools, daily

infused with traditional furnishings.

yoga, & children's amenities.

5 STAR ALLIANCE PERK: Welcome gift,

5 STAR ALLIANCE PERK: breakfast daily,

private arrival transfer, breakfast for 2, &

fruit and wine, and an 80 Euro food &

yoga class.

beverage credit.

EXPLORE THE HOTEL

EXPLORE THE HOTEL

#3 MYSTIQUE SANTORINI

#2 KATIKIES THE HOTEL

Carved into the rugged cliffs with world-

Offering one of the most unique dining

class culinary & local experiences.

views of the Caldera from its exclusive

5 STAR ALLIANCE PERK: Breakfast for 2,

restaurant, this boutique hotel has freeform

wine tasting for 2, bottle of Santorini Wine,

stairs, bridges, and walks amid cave houses

bottle of local liqueur, & traditional sweets.

for a whimsical retreat.

EXPLORE THE HOTEL

EXPLORE THE HOTEL

#1 CANAVES OIA HOTEL
Designed for adults, this all-suite property blends modern and authentic Greek style. There's an
in nity-edge pool overlooking the caldera and volcano, and the 17th century Canaves are carved
into the cliffside with one-of-a-kind amenities like the Honeymoon Suite (shown above).
5 STAR ALLIANCE PERK: Arrival airport transfer, breakfast for each guest daily, and a welcome
amenity that includes a bottle of wine and fresh fruit.

EXPLORE THE HOTEL
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